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Abstract: The process of Shot peening involves improving the surface of the metallic components. In this process,
the strength of the metals is increased by adding favorable compressive residual stress on the metal surfaces and
improving the resistance to the stress corrosion cracks that could occur in the metal objects. However, the peening
process can increase the fatigue life owing to the higher roughness of the surfaces and the residual tensile strength
if this process is carried out improperly. The efficiency of the shot peening process does not depend on the applied
compressive residual stress and the surface hardening but depends on the intensity and the coverage of the shot.
The major advantage of using the shot peening process is that the fatigue life of several of the mechanical
components can be considerably increased, especially those that have to undergo constant stress. This process is
widely used in the industry, mainly in the manufacturing sector, where it is used for producing rockers, helical
springs, aircraft parts, torsion bars, welded joints, transmission shafts, etc.
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1. Introduction
*The shot peening process is widely used to treat
surfaces of the metallic and engineering components
by increasing their resistance to the fatigue failure(
Trooll et al., 1999). This process is more popular in
the aeronautical industry and the components,
which are fatigue-sensitive very frequently, undergo
shot peening(Rios et al., 2002). From the last 5
decades or so, this process has become very popular
and is being used for improving the fatigue life and
similar properties of metals used in the aircraft.
Some of the aircraft components that undergo
regular shot peening include - bulkheads, wing ribs,
fuselage skin, landing gear beam, and the lower wing
skin of the crafts. In addition, the high-pressure
turbine, helicopter rotor blades, other components
of the drive elements, and the compressor discs
undergo this process. Many of these aircraft parts
are made from the Aluminium alloy, 2024-T351.
The process of shot peening refers to the
mechanical surface treatment in which a
compressive surface coating is layered along with a
rough surface and an enhanced dislocation density
(cold work) closer to the surface of the
metal(Guagliano and Vegani, 2008). The process
involving cold working refers to the process, which
involves an impingement of smaller cylindrical or
spherical pieces of steel, ceramic or glass on the
surface of the component.

*
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In the shot peening that are carried out in the
industries, the process is carried out using Almen
plates. Almen plates are thin standard plates, which
are kept parallel to the surface of the components,
and they then receive similar treatment as the metal
part. In this treatment, a small amount of residual
stress in induced in the plates, which then deform.
This deformed shape, referred to as the Almen
intensity, helps in adjusting the parameters of the
shot peening process(Zhang et al., 1991; Schiffner,
1999). The kinetic energy of the applied shot is then
transferred to the surface of the metal component. In
addition, the shot stream is targeted to the metallic
surface with very high velocities under specific
conditions. Every shot that takes place on the metal
surface adds a compressive residual stress to the
surface.
As a result, the collision energy is focussed only
on very small areas. Small amounts of the energy can
go waste when the shot deforms and bounces,
however, a large amount of energy is transferred to
the point where the shot is directed, resulting in a
radial plastic flow and could form a tiny visible
crater at the metal surface. After the shot is directed
to the surface, some amount of its kinetic energy gets
absorbed and is used for cold work of the surface,
thus placing the surface under compression.
Currently, the shot peening process intensity is
determined by using small spring steel strips called
as Almen strips. Three different the thicknesses of
Almen strips of spring steel SAE1070 tempered to
44-50 HRC, as listed in Table. They have some
special fixtures for evaluating the amount of energy
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that is absorrbed into thee metal surfaces. The enerrgy,
which is trransmitted with
w
the help of the sshot
peening pro
ocess, is depeendent on nu
umerous facttors
like – mass,, impact velo
ocity and ang
gle, the mediium
hardness, th
he total numb
ber of the sho
ot balls, and the
condition of the surface
s
of the metaallic
component((Dassisti et all., 2012).
Shot peening specificaations refer to
t this energyy as
ans the earliiest
intensity att saturation, which mea
point of thee saturation curve that, if the expos ure
time is doub
bled, the arc height increased by 10%
% or
less (Fig. 1).
dy, the autho
ors determin
ned the effectt of
In a stud
the numerou
us shot peening processes on the reveerse
bending fatiigue perform
mance of the aluminium
a
allloy,
Al-7075-T65
51. Considerring the resid
dual stress aand
the roughneess of the surfface, an analy
ytical model w
was
designed fo
or the prediction of fatiigue resistan
nce.
Finally, thee authors co
oncluded tha
at a controllled
process of sshot peeningg, which uses ceramic beaads,
demonstratees a significaant increase in the resistan
nce
of the high
h-cycle fatigu
ue for the higher
h
stren
ngth
aluminium alloys, which
w
rang
ge from 15nari et al., 200
09).
50%(Fontan
Literaturre review
In his stu
udy, Miao et al.(Demers et
e al., 2010) has
shown the rresults of the shot peening
g process, wh
hich
includes th
he coveragee curve, satturation currve,
roughness curve alongg with the residual strress
ditionally, he has presentted the relattion
profile. Add
between thee pre-bending moment an
nd the resulttant
heights in tthe narrow and
a
the squa
are strips. Th
hey
also carried
d out an experimental study for the
intensity aand the surrface covera
age using the
Aluminium 2024. They
y further stated that the
vourable effeects
compressivee residual sttress has fav
for improviing the fatiggue life while the surfface
roughness ccan be unfavo
ourable.
In theirr study, Mehmood
M
an
nd Hammou
uda
(Mehmood and Hamm
mouda, 200
07)studied the
ess parameteers,
influence off the shot peening proce
which includ
he impingem
ment
ded – nozzlee pressure, th
angle shot size, nozzle distance, and the expos ure
ut on the hiightime. Thesee tests weree carried ou
strength A
ASTM 2024
4 aluminiu
um alloy for
determination of the Almen
A
inten
nsity using the
Strip
N
A
C

men strips. The
T influencee of the para
ameters wass
Alm
determined on the Almen sstrips of Typ
pe “A” with a
ve-mentioned
d
thiickness of 0.0031". Alll the abov
parameters we
ere varied too study their relationship
p
with the Almen height. FFrom their results, thee
uded that thhe nozzle angle
a
greatly
y
authors conclu
men intensityy. While lowe
er angles did
d
afffected the Alm
not have great effects, highher angles of 55° and 65°°
nd the largee
had greater effects on thhe small an
men intensity
y
diaameter shotss respectivelly. The Alm
decreased bey
yond this anngle. The authors
a
also
o
at higher inteensity could be achieved
d
determined tha
hots and thee
at lower pressures using laarger size sh
a inverse prroportion to the
t intensity..
flow rate had an
Ad
dditionally, th
he authors caarried out th
he fatigue lifee
tesst of the test samples using the standards
s
ass
preescribed by ASTM
A
E606. In these testts, the Almen
n
inttensity was altered andd the fatigue
e life of thee
sam
mple was dettermined. It w
was seen tha
at the fatiguee
lifee increased by around 166% for th
heir sample,,
un
nder the spe
ecified condiitions. The authors
a
also
o
noted that the
e fatigue life could incre
ease up to a
hereafter thee
speecific intensiity equivalennt to 12A; th
fattigue life cou
uld be adverrsely affected
d. In anotherr
stu
udy, the autthors, Kirk aand Hollyoak (Kirk and
d
Ho
ollyoak, 1993),conducted experiments to study thee
shaape of the Almen strips, th
the basis of th
he shape and
d
thee factors tha
at influence the curvatu
ure readingss
aftter the shot peening proocess. These experimentss
weere carried out using clam
mped and the
e unclamped
d
typ
pe of the Almen strips.
One of the strips was hheld togethe
er by spring-loaaded jaws at
a either ennd, and wass capable off
deflecting during the shot peening. Th
he remainingg
strrip was sho
ot peened uunder the standardised
s
d
con
nditions. Botth of these sstrips were shot peened
d
usiing S170 sho
ots. To contrrol the strip curvature, a
com
mputer-contrrolled, X-Y-ZZ coordinate
e measuringg
tecchnique, equiipped with thhe QCT 3-D software
s
wass
useed. The auth
hors noted thhat the curva
atures of thee
tw
wo strips resembled the quadratic parabolas i.e.,,
theey had a parabolic
p
cuurvature. Ho
owever, thee
currvature of the clamped sttrip was more complex ass
com
mpared to the strip, w
which is pe
eened underr
staandard conditions.

Ta
able 1: Almen strips dimensions(Kirk, 1999).
Thickness(m
mm)
Len
ngth (mm)
Width (mm
m)
76.00±0.4
4
76..00±0.40
18.90-19.00
1.30 ±0.02
2
76..00±0.40
18.90-19.00
2.38±0.02
2
76..00±0.40
18.90-19.00

U
Use for
Low
w Intensity
Averaage Intensity
Highh Intensity

o the spherre velocity was
w observed
d
The effect of
with 36, 72 an
nd 108 m/s sshown in Fig
g. 2 with thee
ressidual stresss profile in XXX. With increasing thee
speeed of ball ca
auses an incrrease in the compressivee
ressidual stresss layer. From
m a certain velocity thee
Bieelajev point also increasses and mov
ves into thee
sheeet
and
the
ddeformation
increasess
pro
oportionately
y(Silva, 20088).

Fig. 1: Arc heeight vs. exposu
ure time schem
me(Baiker, 200
06).
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Many rep
ports(Lohe et
e al., 1986; Megahed et al.,
2001; Guecchichi and Castex,
C
2006
6; Pariente aand
Guagliano, 2
2008; Mirzazzadeh and Plumtree,
P
20 12)
have stated
d that for the smooth
h steel peen
ned
samples, th
he work hard
dening greattly affected the
sample as compared to
o the comprressive resid
dual
was generateed. However, there are maany
stress that w
other reporrts that con
ntradict this statement aand
observe that the compreessive residua
al stress greaatly
Buque et al., 2006).
2
After the
influenced tthe sample(B
process of shot peeningg, the origin
nal compresssive
dual stress iss then relaxed and it is aggain
surface resid
distributed while the fatigue process is carried out
2
Torres and Voorwaald,
(Zhuang and Halford, 2001;
ucted studiess on
2002). Manyy researcherss have condu
stress relaxaation.
In this sstudy, Soady et al. (Mello
or et al., 20 13)
determined the deform
mation in pla
astic that coould
was
occur from the shot peeening process when it w
on the heat resistant ferriitic steel, FV4
448.
carried out o
They calcullated two diifferent effeccts – the strrain
hardening aand the surfaace roughnesss. They appllied
three techniiques for evaaluation of th
he strain proofile
of plastic fo
or determinin
ng the variattion seen in the
yield stren
ngth along the sample
e surface. T
The
techniques of Microhard
dness, Electro
on Back Scattter
ocal misorie
entation, X--ray
Diffraction (EBSD) lo
ere used on b
both
diffraction ((XRD) line broadening we
the deformeed uni-axiallly calibration
n specimenss of
pre-determiined plastic strains.
s
These samples w
were
subjected to
o shot peen
ning at different intensitties
from 4-18A
A (A referss to Almen Intensity) for
determiningg the differen
nces in the pllastic strain aand
the variation
ns in the yield strength. When
W
the resu
ults
of the applieed methods were
w
compared, it was nooted
that the techniques of XRD and EBSD
E
generaated
ness profile for
similar proffiles and thee microhardn
these techniiques extend
ded very deep
p in the samp
ple.
The authorr also stated
d that an increase in the
intensity vallue above thaat of the optim
mised industtrial
process could probably not
n bring an improvemen
i
nt in
of the profilee for the pla
astic strain but
the depth o
could cause a greater plaastic strain to be retained
d in
eduction in the
its profile. On the otheer hand, a re
ould result in
n a decreased
d magnitude aand
intensity wo

he plastic straain profile. Itt can be seen
n
thee depth of th
thaat a strain prrofile is mainnly dependent on the shott
sizze and the sho
ot velocity aloong with the intensity.
Many researchers have begun taking
g an interestt
in the modelliing and the simulation of the shott
w
peening processses. Also, seeveral authorrs like Shaw
haw and DeSSalvo, 1970), Meguid et al..
and De Salvo(Sh
ollins et al., 1977, Meguid and Klair, 19
985), Khabou
u
(Co
et al. (Castex et al., 19900), Li et al. (Mei et al..
1991)etc. have made signifiicant contributions to thee
ot peening prrocess with tthe help of th
he quasistaticc
sho
analysis. By app
plying the psseudo-dynam
mic approach,,
hnson(Clause
en, 1981) caarried out the
t
dynamicc
Joh
mo
odelling of the
t
single shhot. In this process, hee
con
nsidered the
e inertial shoot properties only; thuss
obtaining a rela
ationship witthin the depth
h of the zonee
arameters inccluding masss, radius, and
d
and various pa
ermore, Clauusen and Iida
a(Iida, 2000))
vellocity. Furthe
and Edberg et al.
a (Edberg ett al., 1995) co
onfirmed thiss
ment analysiss
rellation by carrrying out a 3--D finite elem
forr the single
e shot, whiich is appllied on thee
visscoplastic and the elastopplastic objectts. Accordingg
to their resultss, both of theese objects produced
p
thee
me type of re
esidual stresss distribution.
sam
The simulatted results sshown in Fig
g. 3 indicatee
thaat the depth of
o the maxim
mum compresssive residuall
strress (t1) and
d the depth w
where the residual stresss
chaanges sign (t2) increasse with incrreasing shott
vellocity and sho
ot diameter. H
However, witth increasingg
sho
ot velocity, th
he surface ressidual stress decreases.

Fig. 2: Residual stress profille for three diffferent shot
velocity
y for a sphere rradius R = 0.7 mm.

Fig. 3: Resid
dual stress profiles due to sho
ot peening in a thick compon
nent, with diffe
erent shot diam
meters and at different
d
shot
velocities. (a) Shot diaameter 0.3mm, (b) Shot diam
meter 0.5mm, (c)
( Shot diametter 0.7mm, (d)) Shot diameter 1.0mm
(G
Guagliano, 2001).
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2. Conclusion

processing: theory, methods and applications:
425-430.

Increasing the intensity of the shot peening
process yields higher compressive residual stress
and higher width of the Compressive Residual Stress
Field (CRSF). On the other hand, the peening
conditions do not affect the residual stress on the
surface. To ensure the validity and repeatability of
the process of shot peening, one of the most
important factors includes the Almen intensity. This
study has detailed the effects on the Almen intensity
due to various parameters involved in the shot
peening like the size, peening angle, shot type
(ceramic and steel) and velocity. The Almen test is
very effective and acts like a control for the
applications of the process. This test evaluates the
total energy transferred to the sample by the process
and also detects the variations that could occur. Any
change seen in the Almen intensity is a reflection of
the changes carried out in the process parameters.
On the other hand, concurrent changes in several of
the parameters (like the shot velocity and the shot
diameter) could result in similar values for the
Almen intensity, and could remain unobserved.
Moreover, when the association of the
parameters like shot diameter and the shot velocity
result in an exclusive residual stress profile, then the
Almen intensity should not be the sole parameter for
the fatigue life enhancement, but the shot diameter
should also be taken into account. When the Almen
intensity is kept constant, it should be noted that
while substituting the peening parameters, a
constant intensity would result in variations in the
residual stress profiles and could also affect the
component’s fatigue life expectancy.
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